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SECTION 1

SECTION 2

Introduction

The Masergy Zenith Program
overview

The Zenith Program offers increased proﬁtability,
enhanced partner marketing support, enhanced training,
and other beneﬁts. We’ve listened to your input and built
a program that will drive growth, for our partners and for
us. Our partners are a vital part of our success, and we’re
fully committed to being a partner-ﬁrst company. That’s

The Masergy Zenith Program offers partners the
opportunity to work with a globally recognized leader,
with proven technology, in a fast growth market. The
Program offers:

why we’ve invested in the Zenith Program.

■

The demand for SD-WAN solutions is growing at warp

Increased incentives with a broader SD-WAN
portfolio

■

Enhanced partner marketing support with
access to co-branded campaigns and marketing
development funds

■

Expanded training on all Masergy solutions

speed, and Masergy is responding to this demand with
an expanded portfolio of options that meet the needs
of businesses of all sizes. Additionally we’re offering
increased incentives, training and marketing support for
partners.

The partner opportunity is signiﬁcant. For nearly two

As a Masergy partner you are a part of our future success.
If you succeed, we succeed. The Masergy Zenith Program
creates the framework for that success and we look
forward to working with you.

decades, Masergy has pioneered software-deﬁned
networking. We operate in more than one hundred
countries and have 99% customer retention. Masergy is
recognized by Gartner as a Visionary in the Global
Network Services Market. Our groundbreaking
software-deﬁned network and cloud platform help
enterprises of all sizes Transform with CertaintySM.
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Masergy for Sub Agents
We offer a simple and rewarding collaboration model for
Sub Agents. The Sub Agent component of the Program
has two tiers, Peak and Apex. Peak Sub Agents are
welcomed to the Program when they have completed
their onboarding and basic Masergy training. Ascension
to the higher Apex level is based on sales booking
volume, number of deals closed, and completion
of the Masergy Apex training curriculum. Apex Sub
Agents are added to our partner locator, can apply for
marketing development funds from Masergy and gain
access to enhanced channel support. (See MDF Terms &
Conditions).

SECTION 3

Eligibility for Zenith Program
Partners who have a signed a valid partner contract in
effect with Masergy (a Technology Services Distributor or
“TSD”), or are a sub agent of a TSD (“Sub Agent”) are
eligible for the Zenith Program. Your participation in the
Zenith Program is subject to the Zenith Program Terms
& Conditions.

SECTION 5

Masergy and SD-WAN
Masergy’s SD-WAN portfolio is unique in a number of
The SD-WAN client portal delivers real-time analytics
and control and includes features like AIOps and Shadow
IT discovery. Security is embedded into our fabric and
we have interconnects to all of the major IaaS and SaaS

SECTION 4

How we partner
We’ve designed the Masergy Zenith Program to offer the

providers. We offer a fully managed or co-managed
solution on top of Masergy’s network, a broadband
network and even another provider’s network.

best possible partnership based upon your business
model, whether you are a Technology Services Distributor
or Sub Agent. Each option offers a range of valuable
beneﬁts, including increased incentives, marketing funds
on application, and access to training and support. The
Sub Agent portion of the Program has two tiers - Peak
and Apex. Apex Sub Agents enjoy enhanced beneﬁts for
increased success in selling Masergy.

Masergy for TSDs
Technology Services Distributors, or TSDs, manage
ecosystems of Sub Agents and work with Masergy to
enable their Sub Agents to drive sales of Masergy
solutions. Under the Zenith Program, Masergy will work
with interested TSDs to develop a customized business
plan based on the TSD’s and Masergy’s goals. The joint
business plan may include a range of beneﬁts, such as
enablement content for Sub Agents and a dedicated
Channel Account Director.
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SECTION 6

Masergy for Technology Service
Distributors
■

A by-invitation Partnering Track, where we agree on
a business plan and joint sales goals

■

Masergy may invest funds with the TSD to drive joint
go to market, enablement and sales content to their
ecosystem of Sub Agents as part of Joint Marketing
Investment Funds

■
■

We’ll assign a dedicated Channel Manager/Director
to the relationship and hold regular business plan
reviews to discuss progress and agree on actions
Partners enrolled in this Partnering Track may be
offered a seat on our Partner Advisory Board

Requirements of the TSD
partnering track
1.

Business plan with revenue targets

2.

Joint marketing of Masergy solutions to Sub
Agents

Beneﬁts of the TSD
partnering track
Business planning
Dedicated Account Manager/Director
Quarterly business reviews

Sales and marketing
Joint Marketing Investment Funds 1
Selling tools and marketing assets
Partner Locator inclusion

Support and resources
Access to the Masergy Partner Portal
Product training
In-region product and technical specialists

Partner voice
Seat on Partner Advisory Board (by invitation)

1. Joint Marketing Investment Funds are agreed as part of the
business plan and individual activities are approved as part of
the plan.
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SECTION 7

Masergy for Sub Agents
■
■
■

A two-tier program. This track features an introductory Peak Level, and second tier called Apex.

■

Apex Tier Sub Agents can request Marketing Development Funds from Masergy via an application process, have

Sub Agents choosing to complete onboarding and training will be enrolled in the Peak tier.
Attaining the Apex tier is based on total Masergy sales booked in prior year, deal count, and Masergy Apex training
completed. Bookings for renewals are included when determining whether a Sub Agent has attained the Apex tier.

Requirements of the Sub Agent partnering track

Peak

Apex

Minimum Annual Masergy Bookings (Credit on renewals)

$75,000

Number of Deals Closed per Year 1

3 deals

Apex Solution Training Completed 2
Peak

Apex

Business Planning
Channel Account Manager
Virtual Channel Support
Quarterly Business Reviews
Sales and Marketing
3

Marketing Development Funds 4
Partner Locator Inclusion
Selling Tools and Marketing Assets
Social Advocacy & Sponsored Posts
Support and Resources
Access to the Masergy Partner Portal
Product Training 5
In-Region Product and Technical Specialists
Partner Voice
Seat on Partner Advisory Board (by invitation) 6
Sales Incentives
Access to Quarterly Incentive Programs
1. Bookings based on the Masergy ﬁnancial year, running from July 1 to June 30 of each ﬁscal year.
2. Peak partners may be upgraded during the year to APEX if they meet the criteria during the ﬁscal year.
3. Masergy identiﬁed opportunities may be made available by Masergy to Sub Agents through their Account Executive. Partner may not sell any
competing solution to the client, and failure to comply will result in removal from the program.
4. Marketing Development Funds are discussed and agreed as part of the business planning with Apex partners and individual activities are approved
on application. Priority is given to activities that prioritize SD-WAN lead generation.
5. See Section 10 below for required Peak and Apex level training. Apex Masergy Training includes a range of submodules, all of which must be
completed in order to qualify.
6. Partner Advisory Board membership is by invitation only.
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SECTION 8

Marketing Development Funds
form is required per below guidelines and can be found on the Masergy Partner Portal. Approval is at the discretion of
Masergy and based on available funds. Participation in the MDF portion of the Program is subject to the MDF Terms &
Conditions.

MDF Program for Apex Sub Agents
Masergy MDF Contribution
Full or partial contribution to the funding of each preapproved activity that promotes Masergy solutions.

MDF Requests
MDF requests should be reviewed during the QBR
process before the partner incurs any expenses. Requests
must be made and approved at least 60 business days
before the activity/campaign is executed. Partners are
required to work with the Channel Manager to submit
your request and plan.

that the Market Development Funds are allocated.

Reimbursement and Proof of Performance
Proof of performance must be submitted within 5
business days of the activity or campaign completion. If

Reimbursement Claim’ form and submitted 60 days prior

proof of performance submission is not completed, future

to the activity’s start date. Reimbursement may occur

MDF may be denied.

prior to campaign if requested.

For proof of performance requirements, please see the

Eligible Activities

Eligible MDF Activities section of the guide.

If a participant wishes to submit an activity not listed,

Creative Guidelines

please contact your channel manager and work with
channel marketing.

All Marketing Development Funds program participants
must adhere to Masergy’s brand guidelines, which can be

For eligible activities please see the Eligible MDF

found on the partner portal under Resources and “brand

Activities section of the guide.

guidelines”.
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Eligible MDF Activities

Proof of Performance process:

The Masergy MDF Program is designed to support our

■

The partner is required to submit proof of
performance for their activity within 5 business
days of event/campaign completion on the MDF
Portal

■

Please attach all required documents not
submitted during approval process (ie attendee
lists)

■

Failure to submit may result in denial of future MDF
requests

partners’ demand generation efforts. The overview
(below) outlines the types of activities eligible for MDF
support and the associated Proof of Performance
required. Partners are asked to submit an overview of the
campaign, dates, event descriptions and anticipated ROI
along with other details upon submission of request.

Activity Type

Events/

Reimbursable Expenses

Proof of performance/Cost

■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■

Seminars

Partner-hosted activities to
educate prospects and customers
about Masergy products and
solutions
Event location
Food and drinks
AV equipment

Promo items (i.e., t-shirts, stickers,
pens, hats, water bottles, etc.), which

Co-Branded

includes partner and Masergy logo

Merchandise

Digital
Marketing (CoBranded)

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Email

SEM
Programmatic
Direct Display
Content Syndication
Digital advertising

Email copywriting and design
creation
List Acquisition

Marketing (CoBranded)

Telemarketing call campaigns for

Direct Sales/
Telemarketing

lead generation direct mail or e-mail
marketing campaign follow-ups

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Date(s) of activity
Description of event
Copy of presentation or agenda
Copy of invitation with co-branding
Target audience and number of participants
Itemized invoices (from suppliers
Attendee list with contact info including email and phone
number
Description of merchandise
Number of pieces ordered
Outline of usage
Itemized invoice(s)
Date(s) of activity
Website address for the web-content or example of
e-advertising
Itemized invoices
Results of campaign (CTR, Impressions, CPC, CPL)
Lead list post campaign
Copy of the email
Email send date
Target audience
Distribution size
Open Rate, Click Thru Rate
Call-to-action
Itemized invoice
Lead list post campaign
Number of phone calls made
Date of call-campaign
Itemized Invoice
Lead list post campaign
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SECTION 9

Training Module

Peak

Apex

Masergy Overview

Required

Required

Selling Masergy Managed SD-WAN Secure

Required

Required

Managing Business With Masergy
Intelligent Service Control (ISC) Portal

Required

Required

four major solutions: Managed SD-

Masergy Partner Portal Overview

Required

Required

Contact Center, and Managed Security.

Masergy SD-WAN Portfolio Overview

Required

Required

Masergy SD-WAN Secure and UCaaS

Suggested

Required

Masergy Managed Security: Having the
Security Conversation

Suggested

Required

The Masergy Customer Lifecycle and
Support

Suggested

Required

Intro to Masergy UCaaS and CCaaS
Solutions

Suggested

Suggested

SDN Architecture & Global Footprint

Suggested

Suggested

Masergy SLA Commitment & Positioning

Suggested

Suggested

Training
If you are looking to design, deploy,
and manage Masergy products and
solutions, Masergy’s partner training
modules will get you started on the
you learn more about each of Masergy’s

curricula that allow you to satisfy the
requirements for the Masergy Zenith
Program. As a partner representative,
your individual training helps your
company achieve either Peak or Apex
level under the Program.
If you are a current Masergy partner,
we encourage you to complete the
training in the overview below as
soon as possible, as training modules
become available. If you are (or would
like to become) a Peak or Apex partner,
you will be required to complete each
of the training modules associated
with that partner level. Apex Masergy
Training includes a range of additional
submodules, all of which must be
completed by at least 1 employee
currently employed by the sub agent in
order to qualify.
Please contact partners@masergy.com
to obtain your learning management
log-in credentials. Please be sure to use
your work email to log into the partner
portal and training systems.
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SECTION 10

Partner Portal
The Masergy Partner Portal is available to all our partners and contains a number of tools, including:

■
■

Masergy Zenith Program Overview and Guide

■
■
■
■
■
■

Masergy Marketing campaigns

Masergy Content Repository including all
collateral

Deal Dashboards
Current Incentives
MDF Request Form
LMS Training Portal Access
Commission Reports (TSDs Only)

We update it regularly, so we encourage you to visit often. If you do not have access to the portal, you can request
access by emailing partner-portal@masergy.com.
For any questions on the Masergy Zenith Program, please contact your channel manager or partners@masergy.com.
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SECTION 11

Masergy Zenith Program Terms & Conditions
These Terms & Conditions (“Terms”) govern your participation in the Masergy Communications, Inc. (“Masergy” “we”
or “us”) Zenith Program (“Program”) and are an agreement between Masergy and you or the entity that you represent
(“you“). These Terms take effect when you check the box presented with these Terms or, if earlier, when you receive
these Terms on behalf of an entity, such as the company you work for, you represent to us that you have legal authority
to bind that entity.

1. Program
1.1 Joining the Program.
special promotion.

the Guide and the MDF Terms & Conditions, all of which are incorporated by reference.
1.3 Program Administration. We may from time to time use the contact details you provided to send you information
about Masergy or the Program or other information that we think may be of interest to you. You give us permission
to collect, store, use, disclose and process any information that you provide to us in connection with the Program,
including any information from your use of the Program Portal. In some cases, we may disclose your information to a
recipient in another country. We have the right to make all decisions concerning the Program, including with respect to
interpretation and administration of the Program, within our sole discretion.
1.4 Your Conduct. You will at all times conduct your activities in the Program in a professional and competent manner,
comply with all applicable laws, regulations and orders of any governmental authority, and not engage in any illegal,
harmful, false or deceptive acts or practices.
1.6 Independent Parties. You and Masergy are independent contractors, and these Terms do not create a partnership,
in the Zenith Program, and the formation or existence of any partnership between Masergy and you is disclaimed by
to bind the other.

2. Publicity and Marketing
2.1 Partner Materials. We may list your name, website, and other general contact information on the Program Portal.

provide to us in connection with the Program.
2.2 Identifying Yourself as a Masergy Zenith Program Member. You may not issue any press release or other public
statement with respect to your participation in the Program without our prior written consent. If your participation

a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free, revocable license to display the most recent version of the Zenith Program
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to identify your participation in the Program. Any use of the Zenith Program logo outside the scope of the foregoing
license requires our prior written permission. You may not modify the Zenith Program logo in any way. You may not
transfer, assign or sublicense your limited permission to use the Zenith Program logo to any other person or entity.

3. Partner Portal
3.1 Grant of License. Masergy may provide you access to the Masergy partner portal, which includes Program-related
transferable, non-sublicenseable license, while these Terms are in effect, to access and use the partner portal and
information solely for your internal use.
3.2 Access. Access to the Masergy partner portal may be unavailable without notice at certain times, and Masergy will
not be liable for any damages or losses that may result from such unavailability.

4. Program Content & Information
4.1 Program Content.
other content through a variety of means including through the Site and third-party websites and software (“Program
Content”).
4.2 Ownership and Use of Program Content. We own and reserve all right, title, and interest in and to the Program
Content. We grant you a limited, revocable, non-exclusive, non-sublicensable, non-transferrable license to reproduce
and distribute the Program Content as a Masergy partner solely for the purpose of marketing our services to your
customers.
4.3 Program Content Restrictions. You agree that you will not use the Program Content in any manner or for any
purpose other than as expressly permitted by these Terms. You may not and may not attempt to use, reproduce, sell,
sublicense, distribute or otherwise transfer any Program Content to any third party, or modify, alter or otherwise create
derivative works of any Program Content.

5. Case Studies
5.1 If you provide any written or recorded case studies or testimonials to us, you hereby authorize Masergy to reproduce,
publish, modify, edit, distribute and/or translate the Case Studies, along with your company name and logo, for our
marketing purposes.
5.2 You represent and warrant that your contributions, submissions, and case studies do not violate any rights of
any third party, and you have full rights and authority to grant the foregoing rights to us without needing additional
approval from, or creating monetary liability to, any third party.

6. Funding Programs
We may, at our sole discretion, provide you with funding (“MDF”) to support your market
development activities (“MDF Activities”).
6.2 MDF may be used only for approved activities as set forth in the Guide and may not be used for general-purpose
spending. Your use of MDF must be in accordance with the rules in the Guide and the MDF Terms & Conditions.
Payment of claims is conditioned on your compliance with the Guide, the MDF Terms & Conditions and any other

6.3 Our Role.
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representatives will have no liability, and will be held harmless by you to the maximum extent permitted by law for
any liability, loss, injury, or damage to property or to person, and reasonable attorney’s fees and court costs, arising in
connection with an MDF Activity. You agree to indemnify, defend and hold us AND OUR AFFILIATES and THEIR AND our
against any and all claims in any way relating to or arising from the Program.

7. Term and Termination
These Terms will commence on the date that you begin participating in the Program, and will remain in effect until
terminated. Either party may, by giving at least 30 days’ notice terminate these Terms for any or no reason. If these
Terms are terminated for any reason all licenses granted by you or us will terminate, you will immediately cease use of,
and remove from your site, all program materials and you will immediately cease to identify yourself or hold yourself out
as a Program participant.

8. Limitation of Liability
We will not be liable to you for any indirect, incidental, special, consequential or exemplary damages, or for any loss
participation in the Program, your use of materials, or any investments, expenditures, or commitments by you in
connection with these terms, the Program, or your use of or access Program Content.

We may from time to time modify these Terms, or change or discontinue the Program as a whole, or any aspect of
participate in the Program, you agree to comply with and be bound by the most current version of these Terms.

10. Business Conduct
10.1 Conduct.
In your marketing and sales you will use best efforts to conduct your business in an ethical manner and to avoid any
business practices that may be perceived as deceptive, misleading or otherwise improper. You will not make any false or
misleading statement in your marketing or sales materials.
10.2 Anti-Corruption. You agree to comply with anti-corruption laws, including without limitation the US Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act and the UK Bribery Act 2010 (“Anti-Corruption Laws”). You will not, in connection with these Terms
take or allow any third party to take, any action or engage in any practice that would violate Anti-Corruption Laws.

public domain; (ii) information which subsequent to disclosure is made public through no fault of yours; (iii) information
which was lawfully in your possession prior to disclosure; (iv) independently developed by you without use of any of
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of this section will survive the termination of these Terms but terminate with respect to any particular information two (2)

SECTION 12

Masergy Zenith Program Marketing Development Funds (“MDF”)
Terms & Conditions
■

Masergy Sub Agents who have met the applicable requirements in the Zenith Program Guide, have accepted the
acceptance of these Terms & Conditions, and accept these Terms & Conditions as an express condition to receiving
an ‘accept’ box when you submit your MDF request in the Masergy Partner Portal.

■

All MDF activities are administered and managed by Masergy and are at the discretion of Masergy, and Masergy
may amend or terminate the MDF component of the Zenith Program or these Terms & Conditions at any time.

■
Eligibility and Applying for MDF
■

Only Sub Agents who have met the applicable requirements in the Zenith Program Guide and have accepted the
Program Ts and Cs and these Terms & Conditions (“You”) are eligible to receive MDF.

■

The Masergy MDF Request Form is found on the Masergy partner portal, and it must be completed at least sixty
(60) days prior to the date on which the campaign or event for which MDF is requested (“MDF Activity”) is to take
place.

■
information.

■

If your request is approved you will undertake the agreed marketing activity as described in your MDF request, and
you will follow the rules and processes outlined below.

Undertaking the Activity
■

All MDF Activities, including all related collateral and speciality/promotional items must adhere to Masergy’s brand
guidelines, which can be found on the Masergy Partner Portal under Resources and Brand Guidelines.

■

The MDF Activities undertaken must fall under one of the ‘Activity Types’ listed in the table in Section 8 of the Zenith
Program Guide.

■
the Market Development Funds are allocated.

Proof of Performance
■
days of event or campaign completion.

■
■

Proof of Performance and ROI information must be submitted using the appropriate form within the MDF Portal.
Required documents must be attached to evidence Proof of Performance and ROI.
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■

Failure to submit documentation may result in denial of MDF reimbursement and blocking of future MDF
requests.

■

Reimbursement claims must be for expenses indicated as reimbursable in the table in Section 8 of the Program
Guide.

■
■

Masergy does not reimburse for travel or similar expenses, business courtesies, or headcount.

■

Approval or denial of Proof of Performance and ROI documentation is at Masergy’s discretion and rules can
change without advance notice.

■

We may exceptionally and at Masergy’s sole discretion, agree to requests to pre-fund MDF Activities, paying the
partner before the MDF Activity is undertaken.

Reimbursement claims must be supported by Proof of Performance and ROI documentation as described in the
table in Section 8 of the Program Guide.

Activity Reimbursement
■
■

Masergy reimburses you only for your approved claims for MDF Activities.

■

If you are a new Sub Agent, you must provide Masergy with your company’s banking account information, W-9
and related payment details, which will be used to issue reimbursements.

■

Masergy reimburses MDF Activities in US Dollars or British Pounds only so claims must be made in one of these
currencies.

■

If expenses are incurred in another currency and conversion is required to make the claim, then please ask us
about exchange rates before submitting.

■
■

You must use, and we will apply, Masergy’s corporate exchange rate at the date that your invoice was submitted.

You must invoice Masergy for your costs and provide proof of payment made to your suppliers to our reasonable
satisfaction.

Masergy will pay MDF reimbursement claims in line with our standard Credit Policy available from our Accounts
Payable.

■
activity took place.

■

Compliance with local tax regulations is the responsibility of the partner, who should seek independent tax advice
if required.

General Terms & Conditions
■
■

Questions on the process can be sent to partners@masergy.com

■

If a Sub Agent for any reason is removed from or otherwise ceases to be enrolled in the Zenith Program then all
pending MDF applications are automatically cancelled.

■

We agree to manage your bank account information and other personal contact data in line with our policies for
conﬁdential data.

■

MDF Activities must not be misleading, must not violate any applicable laws, rules or regulations, and must reﬂect
favourably on Masergy.

■

Masergy may remove a Technology Services Distributor or Sub Agent from the Program and deny reimbursement
for MDF Activities, even if previously approved, if you violate the terms of any other agreement you have with us,
the Program Ts and Cs, these Terms & Conditions or the Program Guide.

Masergy reserves the right to add, remove or otherwise amend these MDF Terms & Conditions or the Zenith
Program Guide without notice at our discretion.
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